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We present a systematic procedure to obtain all necessary and sufficient (quantum) constraints on
the expectation values for any set of qudit’s operators. These constraints—arise form Hermiticity,
normalization, and positivity of a statistical operator and through Born’s rule—analytically define
an allowed region. A point outside the admissible region does not correspond to any quantum state,
whereas every point in it come from a quantum state. For a set of observables, the allowed region
is a compact and convex set in a real space, and all its extreme points come from pure quantum
states. By defining appropriate concave functions on the permitted region and then finding their
absolute minimum at the extreme points, we obtain different tight uncertainty relations for qubit’s
and spin observables. In addition, quantum constraints are explicitly given for the Weyl operators
and the spin observables.
I. INTRODUCTION
Von Neumann described a state for a quantum sys-
tem with a density (statistical) operator on the system’s
Hilbert space [1–3]. A valid density operator must be
Hermitian, positive semi-definite, and of unit trace. Born
provided a rule [4, 5] to compute the expectation values
for any set of operators from a given statistical operator.
Naturally, all necessary and sufficient constraints—called
quantum constraints (QCs)—on the expectation values
emerge from the three conditions on a density operator.
In Sec. II, a systematic procedure to derive the QCs
is presented, where a result from [6, 7] is used for the
positivity of a statistical operator (or simply a state). To
transfer the conditions from a state onto the expectation
values, one needs the Born rule and an operator-basis
to represent operators. One can choose any basis, the
procedure in Sec. II is basis independent.
In [6, 7], generators of the special unitary group—
that with the identity operator constitute an orthogonal
operator-basis—are utilized, and the QCs on their av-
erage values are achieved by applying the Lie algebra.
Alternatively, one can start with an orthonormal basis
of the system’s Hilbert space, and with all possible “ket-
bra” pairs one can assemble a standard operator-basis.
Then, one can exploit the matrix mechanics—developed
by Heisenberg, Born, Jordan, and Dirac [8–12]—to reach
the QCs as demonstrated in Sec. II.
The QCs and uncertainty relations (URs) are two main
strands of this paper. Heisenberg pioneered the first UR
[5, 13] for the position and momentum operators. A gen-
eral version of Heisenberg’s relation for a pair of operators
is introduced by Robertson [14] that is then improved
by Schrödinger [15]. Deutsch [16], Kraus [17], Maassen
and Uffink [18] formulated URs by employing entropy—
rather than the standard deviation that is exercised in
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[14, 15]—as a measure of uncertainty. For an overview,
we point to [19–21] for entropy URs and [22–24] are more
in the spirit of Heisenberg’s UR.
Throughout the article, we are considering a d-level
quantum system (qudit). For a set of n observables (Her-
mitian operators), the QCs bound an allowed region E of
the expectation values in the real space Rn. If one de-
fines a suitable concave function on E to measure a com-
bined uncertainty as described in Sec. II, then creating
a tight UR becomes an optimization problem where at
most 2pd´ 1q parameters are involved (for example, see
[25, 26]). A UR is called tight if there exists a quantum
state that saturates it. With this, we close Sec. II and
try its results in the subsequent sections.
In Sec. III, we apply the general methodology of Sec. II
to the unitary operator basis, which is known due to Weyl
and Schwinger [27, 28]. In the case of a prime (power)
dimension d, the unitary-basis can be divided into d` 1
disjoint subsets such that all the operators in each sub-
set possess a common eigenbasis [29, 30]. These d` 1
eigenbases form a maximal set of mutually unbiased bases
(MUBs) [31–33] of the Hilbert space. In Sec. III, QCs for
the Weyl operators as well as for MUBs are presented.
There we arrive at the same quadratic QC that is con-
ceived in [34–36]. Using the quadratic QC, tight URs for
the MUBs are achieved in [37, 38], and their minimum
uncertainty states are reported in [39, 40].
In the case of d ě 3, there also exists a cubic QC. In
Sec. IV, d “ 3, QCs are explicitly given for the Weyl op-
erators of a qutrit and for a set of spin-1 operators. In
addition, a number of tight URs and certainty relations
(CRs) are delivered for the spin operators. By the way,
the QCs for the spin-1 operators can also be achieved
from [6, 7]. In Sec. V, tight URs and CRs are obtained for
the angular momentum operators Jx, Jy, and Jz, where
the quantum number j can be 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . The paper
is concluded in Sec. VI, where a list of our main contri-
butions is prepared.
Appendix A offers a comprehensive analysis for a qubit
pd “ 2q that includes the Schrödinger UR [15], and URs
for the symmetric informationally complete positive op-
erator valued measure (SIC-POVM) [41, 42] are pre-
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2sented there. In the case of a qubit, it is a known re-
sult that E will be an ellipsoidal region for any num-
ber of observables (measurement settings) [43], and it
is also manifested here. Appendixes A 1 and A2 sepa-
rately deal with two and three measurement settings. In
the case of two settings, the ellipsoid transfigures into
an ellipse, which also appears in [26, 34, 43–45]. It is
revealed in [26] that several tight CRs and URs known
from [16, 18, 34, 46–53] can be achieved by exploiting
the ellipse. In this article, we deal with Hilbert spaceHd
of kets and Hilbert-Schmidt space BpHdq of operators,
and their bases are differently symbolized by B and B,
respectively, to avoid any confusion.
II. QUANTUM CONSTRAINTS, ALLOWED
REGION, AND UNCERTAINTY MEASURES
Quantum state for a qudit can be described by a sta-
tistical operator ρ [1–3, 54], on the system’s Hilbert space
Hd, such that
ρ “ ρ† (Hermiticity) , (1)
trpρq “ 1 (normalization) , and (2)
0 ď ρ (positivity) . (3)
The dagger † denotes the adjoint. It has been shown in
[6, 7] that an operator ρ fulfills (3) if and only if it obeys
0 ď Sn for all 1 ď n ď d , where (4)
Sn “ 1n
nÿ
m“1
p´1qm´1 trpρmqSn´m (5)
commencing with S1 “ trpρq, and S0 :“ 1. It is advanta-
geous to use inequalities (4) between real numbers than
a single operator-inequality (3); see also [55]. Due to
normalization (2), the first condition 0 ď S1 “ 1 holds
naturally. In a nutshell, an operator ρ on Hd represents
a legitimate quantum state if and only if it complies with
(1), (2), and (4) for 2 ď n ď d.
The set of all bounded operators on Hd form a d2-
dimensional Hilbert-Schmidt spaceBpHdq endowed with
the inner product
pA,B qhs “ trpA†Bq , where A,B P BpHdq . (6)
Suppose
B :“  Γγ(d2γ“1 , pΓγ1 ,Γγ qhs “ δγ,γ1 , (7)
is an orthonormal basis ofBpHdq [6, 7, 28], where δγ,γ1 is
the Kronecker delta function. Now we can resolve every
operator A P BpHdq in the basis B as [3]
A “
d2ÿ
γ“1
aγ Γγ , where aγ “ pΓγ , A qhs (8)
are complex numbers. In this way, we also have the res-
olution of
ρ “
d2ÿ
γ“1
rγ Γγ , where rγ “ pΓγ , ρ qhs . (9)
Born introduced the rule [4] (see also [2])
xAyρ “ trpρAq “ pA†, ρqhs (10)
“ pρ,Aqhs (11)
to calculate the average value of an operator A by tak-
ing the statistical operator ρ. Definition (6) of the inner
product is exploited to reach the last term in (10), and
through Hermiticity (1), we get (11). By the rule, (10),
one can realize
rγ “ xΓ †γyρ “ xΓγyρ , (12)
where the last equality is due to the conjugate symmetry
pΓ, ρqhs “ pρ,Γqhs and (11). The overline designates the
complex conjugation. The set of equations xΓ †γy “ xΓγy
for every γ, or xA†y “ xAy for every A P BpHdq, is equiv-
alent to Hermiticity (1) of ρ.
Using (8) and (9), we can express (11) as the standard
inner product
xAyρ “
d2ÿ
γ“1
rγ aγ “ R†A (13)
between R :“ pr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rd2qᵀ and A :“ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ad2qᵀ [1,
3], where ᵀ stands for the transpose. The column
vectors A, R P Cd2 are the numerical representations of
A, ρ P BpHdq in basis (7), whereas expectation value (13)
does not depend on the basis B [56].
Suppose A “ A† (depicts an observable) is a Hermitian
operator, and
A “
dÿ
l“1
al |alyxal| (14)
is its spectral decomposition. Its expectation value [via
(10)]
xAyρ “
dÿ
l“1
al pl , pl “
@ |alyxal| Dρ , (15)
can be estimated by performing measurements in its
eigenbasis t|alyudl“1. pl is the probability of getting the
outcome, eigenvalue, al. Due to (2) and (3), one can
realize
1 “
dÿ
l“1
pl “ trpρq and (16)
0 ď pl “ xal| ρ |aly for all 1 ď l ď d . (17)
In (16), the completeness relation
řd
l“1 |alyxal| “ I plays
a role, where I is the identity operator. The set of all
3probability vectors ~p :“ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdq constitutes a prob-
ability space Ωa, that is—defined by (16) and (17)—the
standard pd´ 1q-simplex in the d-dimensional real vec-
tor space Rd [26, 54]. One can perceive xAyρ in (15) as a
linear function from Ωa into R and then can recognize
xAy P ramin , amaxs , (18)
where endpoints of the interval are the smallest amin and
the largest amax eigenvalues of A.
Every classical (discrete) probability distribution also
follows (16) and (17) [54]. The QCs become evident when
we take two or more incompatible observables (measure-
ments), see below. It is one of the most striking fea-
tures of quantum physics that—has no classical analog—
physically distinct measurements do exist, and one can-
not estimate all the expectation values listed in R in (19)
by using a single setting for projective measurements [57].
One requires at least d` 1 settings. Moreover, two mea-
surement settings can be so different that if one always
gets a definite outcome in one setting, (s)he can get to-
tally random results in the other setting [31, 32]. Such
settings correspond to complementary operators [17, 28]
that are building blocks of the unitary-basis presented in
Sec. III.
Now let us take n number of operators: A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C.
We can build a single matrix equation¨˚
˚˝˚xAyρxByρ
...
xCyρ
‹˛‹‹‚looomooon
E
“
¨˚
˚˝˚a1 a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ad2b1 b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bd2
...
...
. . .
...
c1 c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cd2
‹˛‹‹‚looooooooomooooooooon
M
¨˚
˚˝˚ r1r2
...
rd2
‹˛‹‹‚loomoon
R
(19)
by combining equations such as (13). Equation (19)
is nothing but the numerical representation of Born’s
rule (11) in basis (7).
We present this article by keeping the experimental
scenario,
a finite number of independent qudits are iden-
tically prepared in a quantum state ρ, and then
individual qudits are measured using different
settings for A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C,
(20)
in mind, where every expectation value is drawn from a
same ρ. Thus the subscript ρ is omitted from x yρ at
some places for simplicity of notation. In other experi-
mental situations—(i) where one wants to entangle the
qudit of interest to an ancillary system and then wants
to perform a joint measurement or (ii) where one desires
to execute sequential measurements on the same qudit
[24]—one can also adopt the above formalism. There
one may need to keep track of how the initial qudit’s
state gets transformed after an entangling operation or a
measurement. At each stage of an experiment, a ρ must
respect (1), (2), and (4), and the mean values can be
obtained by (19).
Matrix equation (19) has three parts R, M, and E:
• Conditions (1), (2), and (4) on a density operator
ρ enter through R and emerge as the QCs on the
expectation values listed in E. In experiment situa-
tion (20), all the knowledge about state preparation
goes into the column R.
• From top to bottom, rows in the nˆ d 2 matrix M
completely specify A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C. So M holds all,
and only, the information about measurement set-
tings.
• Conditions (1), (2), and (4) as well as the mean
values in E do not depend on the choice of basis
[56]. Therefore, the QCs on xAy, xBy, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xCy will
be independent of the basis B. So one can adopt
any basis that suits him or her best. A basis only
facilitates the transfer of constraints from a quan-
tum state ρ onto the expectation values in E.
Basically, one can achieve the QCs via a two-step pro-
cedure:
1. We need to express conditions (1), (2), and (4) for
2 ď n ď d in terms of trγud2γ“1. This delivers the
QCs on mean values (12) of the basis elements.
2. Then, we acquire the QCs on xAy, xBy, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xCy by
matrix equation (19).
Let us focus on Step 1. We already have condition (1) in
terms of xΓγyρ, see (12). To write the remaining condi-
tions (2) and (4) for 2 ď n ď d in xΓγyρ terms, we need
to compute
trpρmq “
ÿ
γ1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
γm
rγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rγmtr pΓγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨Γγmq (21)
for every 1 ď m ď d. One can view trpρmq as a homoge-
neous polynomial of degree m, where average values (12)
are variables, and the constants tr pΓγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨Γγmq are de-
termined by basis (7) only. Hence Sn of (5) is a n-degree
polynomial, and 0 ď Sn [see (4)] leads to a n-degree QC.
In [6, 7], generators of the special unitary group
SUpdq—that with the identity operator compose an or-
thogonal basis of BpHdq—are taken, and trpρmq is ob-
tained by using the Lie algebra of SUpdq. The gener-
ators are d 2 ´ 1 traceless Hermitian operators, thus we
call this basis the Hermitian-basis [for d “ 2, 3, see Ap-
pendix A and Sec. IV]. If all the n operators A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C
are Hermitian operators, then it is better to choose a
Hermitian-basis because every number in (19) will be a
real number. Since the state space
S “  ρ P BpHdq | ρ obeys (1), (2), and (4)( (22)
is a compact and convex set [54], the corresponding col-
lection of R “ R forms a compact and convex set in Rd2´1
as the mapping ρØ R is a homeomorphisms [58]. Ev-
ery qudit’s state ρ is completely specified by d 2 ´ 1 real
numbers in R [6], where one of its components is fixed by
normalization condition (2), that is,
řd2
γ“1 rγ trpΓγq “ 1.
4Next one can view (19) as a linear transformation from
Rd2´1 to Rn. Such a transformation is always continuous,
and it maps a compact and convex set in Rd2´1 to a
compact and convex set in Rn [59, 60]. Therefore, for n
observables (Hermitian operators), the set of expectation
values
E :“  E | ρ P S ( (23)
will be a compact and convex set [for example, see Figs.
1, 2, 4, 5, and 6] in a hyperrectangle
H :“ ramin, amaxs ˆ rbmin, bmaxs ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rcmin, cmaxs Ă Rn
(24)
described by the Cartesian product of the closed inter-
vals, whose endpoints are the minimum and maximum
eigenvalues of the operators. E is also known as the quan-
tum convex support [61]. Furthermore, each extreme
point of E corresponds to a pure state that is an extreme
point of S. Note that Eq. (19) does (map S onto E via
ρØ RÑ E) not provide a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the state space S and E unless there are d 2 linearly
independent operators in the set tA,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C, Iu.
In summary, S is an abstract set, we observe its im-
age E through an experiment scheme such as (20). The
QCs—originate from (1), (2), and (4) via matrix equa-
tion (19)—bound the region E . As the QCs are neces-
sary and sufficient restrictions on the expectation val-
ues, any point outside E does not come from a quantum
state, whereas every point in E corresponds to at least
one quantum state. So as a whole E is the only allowed
region in the space of expectation values. Obviously, one
cannot achieve a region smaller than E without sacrificing
a subset of quantum states.
Now we present all the above material by taking a stan-
dard operator-basis. With an orthonormal basis B of the
Hilbert space Hd, where
B :“  |jy : j P Zd( , (25)
Zd :“ t j ud´1j“0 , and (26)
tr
`|jyxk|˘ “ xk|jy “ δj,k , (27)
one can construct the standard operator-basis
Bst :“
 |jyxk| : j, k P Zd( (28)
ofBpHdq. Instead of a single index γ that runs from 1 to
d 2, here we have two indices j and k for a basis element,
each of them runs from 0 to d´ 1. The orthonormality
conditionv |j1yxk1| , |jyxk| whs “ xj1|jyxk|k1y “ δj,j1 δk,k1 (29)
for Bst is ensured by orthonormality relation (27) of B.
In basis (28), the resolution of an operator A and of a
qudit’s state ρ are
A “
ÿ
j,k PZd
ajk |jyxk| with ajk “ xj|A |ky and (30)
ρ “
ÿ
j,k PZd
rjk |jyxk| with rjk “ xj| ρ |ky , (31)
respectively. The above coefficients a and r are obtained
through (8) and (9), correspondingly.
Numerical representation (13) of Born’s rule now be-
comes
xAy “
ÿ
j,k
rjk ajk “
ÿ
j,k
rkj ajk , (32)
where the second equality is due to the Hermiticity:
rjk “
@ |kyxj| D
ρ
“ rkj for all j, k P Zd (33)
is a manifestation of (12). In standard basis (28), matrix
equation (19) transpires as¨˚
˚˝˚xAyρxByρ
...
xCyρ
‹˛‹‹‚looomooon
E
“
¨˚
˚˝˚a0,0 a0,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ad´1,d´1b0,0 b0,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bd´1,d´1
...
...
. . .
...
c0,0 c0,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ cd´1,d´1
‹˛‹‹‚loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
M
¨˚
˚˝˚ r0,0r0,1
...
rd´1,d´1
‹˛‹‹‚looooomooooon
Rd
.
(34)
Next, to express conditions (2) and (4) for 2 ď n ď d
in rjk terms, we need to represent trpρmq for every
1 ď m ď d as a function of trjku. Orthonormality re-
lation (27) also yields the rule for composition
|j1yxk1| |jyxk| “ δj,k1 |j1yxk| , (35)
which gives rise to matrix multiplication in the matrix
mechanics [8–12]. Particularly here it is very easy to
obtain
ρm “
ÿ
j1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
jm`1
rj1j2 rj2j3 ¨ ¨ ¨ rjmjm`1 |j1yxjm`1| . (36)
Then, through (27) and the linearity of trace, we secure
trpρmq “
ÿ
j1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
jm
rj1j2 rj2j3 ¨ ¨ ¨ rjmj1 . (37)
One can compare (37) with its general form (21). Let
us explicitly write conditions (2) and (4) for n “ 2, 3, 4
[3, 6]: ÿ
j
rjj “ trpρq “ 1 , (38)
R†R “
ÿ
jk
|rjk|2 “ trpρ2q ď 1 , (39)
3 trpρ2q ´ 2 trpρ3q ď 1 , (40)
6 trpρ2q ´ 8 trpρ3q ´ 3 `trpρ2q˘2 ` 6 trpρ4q ď 1 (41)
deliver linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic QCs. In (38)
and (39), (37) and the column vector R from (34) are
used.
As a pure state ρ “ ρ2 is an extreme point of the state
space S [defined in (22)], it saturates inequalities (4) for
all n “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d [7]. A pure state corresponds to a ket,
and a qudit’s ket can be parametrized by a set of 2pd´ 1q
5real numbers by ignoring an overall phase factor (for ex-
ample, see [62]):
|ψy “ |0y cos θ0 `
|1y sin θ0 cos θ1 eiφ1 `
|2y sin θ0 sin θ1 cos θ2 eiφ2 `
¨ ¨ ¨ `
|d´ 2y sin θ0 sin θ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ cos θd´2 eiφd´2 `
|d´ 1y sin θ0 sin θ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sin θd´2 eiφd´1 , (42)
where i “ ?´1, θl P r0, pi2 s for all l “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d´ 2, and
φl1 P r0, 2piq for every l1 “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d´ 1. Thus the pure
state ρpure “ |ψyxψ| and the corresponding column vector
Rppureqd [see (34) for its complex conjugate] are specified
by the 2pd´ 1q real numbers [54], for instance,
Rppureq2 “
¨˚
˚˝ pcos θ0q
2
cos θ0 sin θ0 e
´iφ1
cos θ0 sin θ0 e
iφ1
psin θ0q2
‹˛‹‚ and (43)
Rppureq3 “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
pcos θ0q2
cos θ0 sin θ0 cos θ1 e
´iφ1
cos θ0 sin θ0 sin θ1 e
´iφ2
cos θ0 sin θ0 cos θ1 e
iφ1
psin θ0 cos θ1q2
psin θ0q2 cos θ1 sin θ1 eipφ1´φ2q
cos θ0 sin θ0 sin θ1 e
iφ2
psin θ0q2 cos θ1 sin θ1 e´ipφ1´φ2q
psin θ0 sin θ1q2
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (44)
By plugging Rppureqd in Eq. (34), one can reach all those
points in E [defined in (23)] that correspond to pure states
in S. All the extreme points of E will be a subset of these
points.
In the following, we demonstrate a procedure to built a
combined uncertainty measure on E for Hermitian oper-
ators A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C. In the case of a non-Hermitian opera-
tor, considering [63], one can talk about uncertainty mea-
sures for the two Hermitian operators Ap`q “ 12 pA`A†q
and Ap´q “ 12i pA ´ A†q. Note that Ap`q and Ap´q com-
mutes if and only if A—is a normal operator—commutes
with A†.
The standard deviation
∆A “axA2y ´ xAy2
“
gffe dÿ
l“1
a2l pl ´
˜
dÿ
l“1
al pl
¸2
(45)
can be viewed—through the first equality—as a con-
cave function on the allowed region for tA,A2u, which
is the convex hull of tpal, a2l qudl“1, where al is an eigen-
value of A [see (14)]. By finding the absolute mini-
mum of ∆A`∆B ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `∆C on the permitted region
for tA,A2, B,B2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C, C2u, one can have a tight UR
based on the standard deviations [for example, see (97)–
(99)].
If one wants to built a UR in the case of two
projective measurements described by t|alyxal|udl“1 andt|bkyxbk|udk“1, then one can consider the permissible re-
gion of the two probability vectors ~p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdq and
~q “ pq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qdq, where pl “
@|alyxal|Dρ [see (15)] and
qk “
@|bkyxbk|Dρ. There are many uncertainty measures
for ~p (and ~q )—thanks to Shannon [64], Rényi [65], and
Tsallis [66]—and many associated URs [18, 21]. More-
over, with the probability vector ~p, we can calculate the
expectation value of any function of the Hermitian op-
erator A [given in (14)] as well as its standard deviation
(45). Now suppose we have no access to the individual
probabilities pl, but only to the expectation value xAy,
then we can construct uncertainty or certainty measures
as follows.
Let us recall from (18) that xAy P ramin , amaxs, and
we are interested in the case amin ‰ amax. We call ρ an
eigenstate corresponding to an eigenvalue a of A if and
only if Aρ “ aρ “ ρA. If xAyρ “ amin then we can say for
sure: (i) qudits are prepared in a minimum-eigenvalue-
state of A and (ii) every outcome al ‰ amin will never
occur in a future projective measurement t|alyxal|udl“1
for A. So, only in the two cases xAyρ “ amin, amax,
we have a minimum possible uncertainty about ρ (if it
is unknown) in which the individual qudits are iden-
tically prepared in (20) and about the results of a fu-
ture measurement for A. Therefore, for an uncertainty
measure, we require a continuous function on the in-
terval ramin , amaxs that reaches its absolute minimum
at both the endpoints. Furthermore, mixing states,
wρ` p1´ wqρ1 “ ρmix with 0 ď w ď 1, yields the convex
sum wxAyρ ` p1´ wqxAyρ1 “ xAyρmix , and it does not de-
crease uncertainty (or increase certainty). A suitable
concave (convex) function can be taken as a measure of
uncertainty (certainty) because it does not decrease (in-
crease) under such mixing.
The two positive semi-definite operators
9A :“ amax I ´A
amax ´ amin and A˚ :“
A´ amin I
amax ´ amin , (46)
are such that 9A` A˚ is the identity operator I P BpHdq,
and we only need xAy to compute both x 9Ay, xA˚y P r0, 1s.
Now we can define concave and convex functions of xAy
that fulfill the above requirements:
HpxAyq “ ´px 9Ay ln x 9Ay ` xA˚y ln xA˚yq , (47)
uκpxAyq “ x 9Ayκ ` xA˚yκ , 0 ă κ ă 8 , and (48)
umaxpxAyq “ max t x 9Ay , xA˚y u . (49)
One can easily show that H and uκ for all 0 ă κ ă 1
are concave functions, whereas uκ for all 1 ă κ ă 8 and
umax are convex functions. For κ “ 1, uκpxAyq “ 1 for
every xAy, and thus it is neither a genuine measure of
uncertainty nor of certainty.
With uκ one can create quantities like Rényi’s and
Tsallis’ entropies, and H of (47) is like the Shannon en-
tropy but, in general, it is different from ´řdl“1 pl ln pl.
6If A only has two distinct eigenvalues, then 9A and A˚ be-
come mutually orthogonal projectors, and (47) turns into
the standard form of Shannon entropy [for example, see
Appendix A]. Note that Shannon’s and Tsallis’ entropies
are concave functions but not all Rényi’s entropies are.
The ranges of the above functions are H P r0, ln 2s,
uκ P r1, 21´κs for 0 ă κ ă 1 and uκ P r21´κ, 1s for
1 ă κ ă 8, and umax P r 12 , 1s. As desired, all the above
concave (convex) functions reach their absolute mini-
mum (maximum) when xAy “ amin, amax. In the case
of a non-degenerate eigenvalue amin, we will be even
more certain that there is only one (pure) eigenstate
state |aminyxamin| that can provide xAy “ amin, and
similarly for a non-degenerate amax. Like the stan-
dard deviation (45), all the concave (convex) func-
tions in (47)–(49) attain their absolute maximum
(minimum) when xAy “ 12 pamin ` amaxq. Both a ket
1?
2
p|aminy ` eiφ|amaxyq, φ is a real number, and a state
that is the equal mixture of |aminyxamin| and |amaxyxamax|
provide the expectation value xAy “ 12 pamin ` amaxq.
Since the equal superposition ket gives the maximum
standard deviation of A, the ket plays an important role
in the quantum metrology [67] and to determine a funda-
mental limit on the speed of unitary evolution generated
by A [68–70].
The sum of concave functions is a concave function, for
example,
HpEq :“ HpxAyq `HpxByq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `HpxCyq , (50)
where every H is defined according to (47). One can
view (50) as a measure of combined uncertainty on the
allowed region E . Its global minimum, say, h will oc-
cur at the extreme points of E (see Theorem 3.4.7 and
Appendix A.3 in [71]). As every extreme point of E is
related to a pure state, one can find the minimum by
changing at most 2pd´ 1q parameters that appear in (42)
and then can enjoy the tight UR h ď HpEq. If a ver-
tex of hyperrectangle (24) is a part of E only then the
lower bound h becomes (trivial) 0. It only happens when
there exists a ket |ey that is a maximum- or minimum-
eigenvalue-ket of every operator in tA,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cu. There
are examples in [72] where all A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C share a com-
mon eigenket, thus usual URs—based on probabilities
associated with projective measurements for A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C
or based on the standard deviations ∆A,∆B, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆C—
become trivial while 0 ă h ď HpEq. Like (50), one can
built combined uncertainty or certainty measures (and
relations) by picking concave or convex functions from
(48) and (49). If one chooses a measure that is neither a
concave nor convex function then its absolute extremum
can occur inside E . The above technique is applied to de-
rive tight URs and CRs in [25, 26] and in the subsequent
sections.
Apart from a few exceptions, it is not clear to us
whether we can interpret a QC as a bound on a com-
bined uncertainty or certainty. On the other hand, a UR
puts a lower limit on a combined uncertainty, and it can
also be perceived as a constraint on mean values as every
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FIG. 1. The permitted region E—of the expectation val-
ues of two projectors P and Q described by the matrices in
(52)—is bounded by the (blue) closed-curve. E is the convex
hull of p0, 0q and the ellipse obtained by (53) and (54) with
|xa|by|2 “ trpPQq “ 169
675
. Clearly, the (red) point p0.8, 0.8q
does not belong to the allowed region. In this example, hy-
perrectangle (24) is the square r0, 1sˆ2.
uncertainty measure is (not necessarily concave or con-
vex but) their function. Suppose we identify a region in
hyperrectangle (24) with a UR, for example,
RH :“
 pa, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cq P H | h ď Hpaq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Hpcq( , (51)
where Hpaq is obtained by replacing xAy with a in x 9Ay,
xA˚y, and then in (47); likewise, Hpcq has the same
functional form as HpxCyq. One can easily prove that
RH is a convex set. Obviously, E will be contained in
RH , there will be no ρ for pa, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cq P RzE such that
pa, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cq “ pxAyρ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xCyρq holds, and such points can-
not be realized experimentally in scheme (20). The rel-
ative complement of E in R is denoted by RzE . One
can also observe that if pa,b, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cq belongs to RH then
pa1,b, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cq, where a1 “ amin ` amax ´ a, will also be-
long to RH because Hpaq “ Hpa1q. In the case of a1 ‰ a,
only one of the two points can be allowed, because a single
quantum state cannot provide two different expectation
values of A. By taking a few examples in this paper, the
gap RzE between the two regions is exhibited in Figs. 1,
2, 4, 5, and 6.
If we have to provide a yes/no answer to a question
such as: can 0.8 and 0.8 be the expectation values xP yρ
and xQyρ, where P and Q are rank-1 projectors repre-
sented by¨˚
˝
1
75 ´ i15 715
i
15
1
3
7 i
15
7
75 ´ 7 i15 4975
‹˛‚ and 1
9
¨˚
˝ 4 2 ´42 1 ´2
´4 ´2 4
‹˛‚, (52)
respectively, in some orthonormal basis of H3? Then,
a clear answer can be given with the allowed region.
Suppose P “ |ayxa| and Q “ |byxb| are two rank-1 pro-
jectors on a d-dimensional Hilbert space Hd such that
0 ă |xa|by| ă 1 (non-commuting). For d “ 2, their al-
7lowed region E is determined by
EᵀG´1E ď 1 , where E “
ˆ
2 xP y ´ 1
2 xQy ´ 1
˙
and (53)
G “
ˆ
1 2|xa|by|2´1
2|xa|by|2´1 1
˙
. (54)
One can see through (A6) that (53) and (A29) are the
same for a qubit. In the case of d ą 2, the allowed region
will be the convex hull of the elliptic region specified by
the inequality in (53) and the point p0, 0q [44]; see also
[26]. This point is given by all those states that lie in
the orthogonal complement of tP,Qu. These states are
the common eigenstates of P and Q. By the way, a UR
become a trivial statement in this case.
Answer to the above question is “no” because the
point p0.8, 0.8q falls outside the allowed region as
shown in Fig. 1. If one asks a similar ques-
tion for a set of commuting operators tA,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cu,
then the permitted region will be the convex hull of
tpxel|A|ely, xel|B|ely, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xel|C|elyqudl“1, where t|elyudl“1
is their common eigenbasis.
III. THE UNITARY OPERATOR BASIS
With orthonormal basis (25) of the Hilbert space Hd,
we can built a pair of (complementary) unitary operators
X :“
ÿ
j PZd
|j ` 1yxj| pXd “ Iq and (55)
Z :“
ÿ
j PZd
ω j |jyxj| pZd “ Iq (56)
thanks to Weyl [27] and Schwinger [28], where j ` 1 is
the modulo-d addition, ω “ exppi 2pid q, and Zd is defined
in (26). Under the operator multiplication, X and Z gen-
erate the discrete Heisenberg-Weyl group [27, 33]. The
group members follow the Weyl commutation relation
[27]
ZzXx “ ω xzXxZz for every x, z P Zd , (57)
and the property
trpXxZzq “ d δx,0δz,0 . (58)
A subset of the Weyl group
Buni :“
 
XxZz : x, z P Zd
(
(59)
forms an orthogonal basis of BpHdq, where the orthogo-
nality relationv
Xx
1
Zz
1
, XxZz
w
hs “ tr
`
Xx´x
1
Zz´z
1˘ “ d δx,x1δz,z1
(60)
is a consequence of (58) [28]. All the elements in ba-
sis (59) are unitary operators and traceless [see (58)] ex-
cept the identity operator that corresponds to x “ 0 “ z.
Basis (59) is called the unitary-basis.
According to (9) and (12), a statistical operator can
be represented as
ρ “ 1d
ÿ
x,z PZd
xXxZzyρ XxZz (61)
in the basis Buni. Here, the conditions for normalization
(2) and for Hermiticity (12) become xX0Z0y “ 1 and
xXxZzy “ xpXxZzq†y “ ω xzxX´xZ´zy , (62)
respectively. The second equality in (62) is obtained
by the virtue of (57). The inverse of a basis element,
pXxZzq†, does not always belong to basis (59) but to
the Weyl group. Whereas both XxZz and X´xZ´z
are members of Buni, and their mean values are related
through (62) (in this regard, see also [63]).
Taking the general form, (21), one can easily express
trpρmq in the unitary-basis by using (57), (58), and (62),
for example,
trpρ2q “ 1d
ÿ
x,z
|xXxZzy| 2 and (63)
trpρ3q “ 1d2
ÿ
x1,z1
ÿ
x2,z2
xX´x1Z´z1y xX´x2Z´z2y ˆ
xXx1`x2Zz1`z2y ωz1px1`x2q`z2x2 . (64)
Then, one can draw QCs on the expectation values of the
Weyl operators from (4).
In the case of a prime dimensional d, the basis Buni—
without the identity operator—can be divided into d` 1
disjoint subsets Cp1,zq | z P Zd(Y  Cp0,1q( , where (65)
Cpx,zq :“  XkxZkz | k P Zd and k ‰ 0( (66)
carries d´ 1 pairwise commuting operators [29, 30].
Hence, one can find a common eigenbasis of the oper-
ators in Cpx,zq. In fact, there exists a complete set of
d` 1 MUBs of Hd [30–32]: Bpzq | z P Zd(Y  B ( (67)
are eigenbases for the subsets in (65). Our original basis
B in (25) is an eigenbasis of Z P Cp0,1q [see (56)]. Let us
define the remaining bases as [29, 30]
Bpzq :“  |z, jy | j P Zd( , where XZz|z, jy “ ωj |z, jy .
(68)
Eigenvalues of every non-identity XxZz are distinct pow-
ers of ω [28, 29].
With an integral power [obtained by repeatedly us-
ing (57)]
pXZzqk “ ω kpk´1q2 zXkZkz (69)
and the eigenvalue equation in (68), one can arrive at the
spectral decomposition
XkZkz “ ω´ kpk´1q2 z
ÿ
j PZd
ωkj |z, jyxz, j| (70)
8of every operator in the subset Cp1,zq. Now taking (70)
and (56), we can pronounce the average values as
xXkZkzyρ “ ω´ kpk´1q2 z
ÿ
j PZd
ωkj ppzqj and (71)
xZkyρ “
ÿ
j PZd
ωkj pj , where (72)
ppzqj “ xz, j| ρ |z, jy and pj “ xj| ρ |jy (73)
are the probabilities for projective measurements in d` 1
MUBs (67). Next, we can rewrite (63) as
trpρ2q “ 1d
”
1`
ÿ
z PZd
d´1ÿ
k“1
|xXkZkzy| 2loooooooomoooooooon
d
ř
j
`
ppzqj
˘2 ´ 1
`
d´1ÿ
k“1
|xZky|2looooomooooon
d
ř
jppjq2 ´ 1
ı
“
ÿ
z PZd
ÿ
j PZd
`
ppzqj
˘2 ` ÿ
j PZd
ppjq2 ´ 1 . (74)
Expression (74) is achieved with the help of (71)–(73),ÿ
j PZd
ppzqj “ 1 “
ÿ
j PZd
pj (75)
[due to (16)] for every z, and
řd´1
k“0 ωkpj´j
1q “ d δj,j1 .
Owing to trpρ2q ď 1 [see (39)], we reach the quadratic
QC for the Weyl operators in (63) and thusÿ
z PZd
ÿ
j PZd
`
ppzqj
˘2 ` ÿ
j PZd
ppjq2 ď 2 (76)
for the MUB-probabilities. In [34, 35], inequality (76)
is achieved from trpρ2q ď 1 via a different method (see
also [36]). Using their result, that is (76), two tight URs
are obtained in [37, 38] for d` 1 MUBs. In the case of
d “ 2, these relations become (107) and (108). For the
cubic QC due to (40), we need to express (64) in terms
of the probabilities. In the next section, (64) is explicitly
given for a qutrit.
Higher degree QCs for the Weyl operators and for the
MUBs can be achieved—from (4)—by adopting the gen-
eral formalism of Sec. II like above. The Weyl group
exists for every d [27, 33, 73], whereas a maximal set of
d` 1 MUBs is only known for a prime power dimension
[30, 32, 33]. MUBs are optimal for the quantum state
estimation [31, 32], where the QCs can be employed for
the validation of an estimated state.
IV. QUTRIT AND SPIN-1 SYSTEM
In the case of d ě 3, there is a cubic QC as a result of
(40). For a qutrit (d “ 3), let us first express trpρmq of
(37) for m “ 1, 2, 3:
trpρq “ r00 ` r11 ` r22 , (77)
trpρ2q “ r002 ` r112 ` r222 `
2
` |r01|2 ` |r02|2 ` |r12|2 ˘ , and (78)
trpρ3q “ r003 ` r113 ` r223 `
3 r00
` |r01|2 ` |r02|2 ˘`
3 r11
` |r01|2 ` |r12|2 ˘`
3 r22
` |r02|2 ` |r12|2 ˘`
3
`
r01 r12 r20 ` r01 r12 r20
˘
(79)
[for rjk, see (33)]. Here we consider two sets of operators:
set (59) of the Weyl operators for a qutrit and a set of
spin-1 operators. In the following, we demonstrate: how
to achieve trpρmq, straight from (77)–(79), in terms of the
expectation values of operators in a given set without
exploiting their algebraic properties. Then, one gains
automatically all the QCs from (38)–(40).
In (55) and (56), the Weyl operators are expressed in
the linear combinations of operators belong to standard
basis (28). Now we write
|jyxk| “ Xj |0yx0|X´k “ Xj
«
1
d
ÿ
z PZd
Zz
ff
X´k
“ 1d
ÿ
z PZd
ω´kzXj´k Zz (80)
by using (55), (56), and (57); see also [33]. According to
Born’s rule (10), the mean value is a linear function of an
operator, so we own every rkj of (33) as a linear sum of
xXxZzyρ through (80). This constitutes a matrix equa-
tion such as (34). By substituting rkj with the associated
linear combination in (77)–(79), one can achieve trpρmq
in terms of xXx Zzy for a qutrit:
trpρ3q “
1
9
“
1` xXy3 ` xX2y3 ` xXZy3 ` xX2Z2 y3 `
xXZ2y3 ` xX2Zy3 ` xZy3 ` xZ2 y3 `
6
` |xXy|2 ` |xXZy|2 ` |xXZ2y|2 ` |xZy|2 ˘
´ 3 `xXyxXZyxXZ2y ` xX2yxX2ZyxX2Z2y `
xZyxXZyxX2Zy ` xZ2yxXZ2yxX2Z2y `
ω xZyxX2yxXZ2y ` ω xZ2yxXyxX2Zy `
ω2xZyxXyxX2Z2y ` ω2xZ2yxX2yxXZy˘‰ , (81)
where ω “ exppi 2pi3 q, and the term 6p¨ ¨ ¨ q is 3p3trpρ2q´1q.
In Sec. III, we get (63) and (64) from (21) by exploiting
algebraic properties (57) and (58). One can compare that
both the methods deliver the same items.
The next example, a spin-1 particle is a d “ 3 levels
quantum system (qutrit) if we consider only the spin de-
gree of freedom. Here we take a set of three Hermitian
operators from Chap. 7 in [74]:
Jx :“ ´i
`|0yx1| ´ |1yx0|˘ , (82)
Jy :“ ´i
`|0yx2| ´ |2yx0|˘ , and (83)
Jz :“ ´i
`|1yx2| ´ |2yx1|˘ . (84)
9They obey the commutation relation JxJy ´ JyJx “ iJz
plus those obtained by the cyclic permutations of x, y, z,
and thus they represent spin-1 observables. One can
check that Jx, Jy, Jz with J 2x , J 2y , J 2z and the anticom-
mutators
Kxy “ JxJy ` JyJx , Kyz and Kzx (85)
(attain by the cyclic permutations) constitute a set of
nine linearly independent operators, hence they form a
Hermitian-basis ofBpH3q. Though it is not an orthonor-
mal basis with respect to inner product (6).
One can recognize that Jx, Jy, Jz and Kxy,Kyz,Kzx
are the Gell-Mann operators [75], but J 2x , J 2y , J 2z are not.
We want to emphasize that the QCs on their average val-
ues can be derived from [6, 7]. So the following analysis
is merely an alternative procedure that does not require
the Lie algebra of SUp3q.
After expressing the elements of standard basis (28)
in terms of the spin operators, we can write the average
values as
r00 “ 12
` xJ 2x y ` xJ 2y y ´ xJ 2z y˘ ,
r11 “ 12
` xJ 2x y ´ xJ 2y y ` xJ 2z y˘ ,
r22 “ 12
`´xJ 2x y ` xJ 2y y ` xJ 2z y˘ , (86)
r01 “ 12 p xKyzy ´ i xJxyq “ r10 ,
r02 “ 12 p´xKzxy ´ i xJyyq “ r20 , and
r12 “ 12 p xKxyy ´ i xJzyq “ r21 .
This set of equations frames a matrix equation of the kind
in (34). Employing Eqs. (86), we can rephrase (77)–(79)
as
trpρq “ 12
`xJ 2x y ` xJ 2y y ` xJ 2z y˘ , (87)
trpρ2q “ ´1` xJ 2x y2 ` xJ 2y y2 ` xJ 2z y2 `
1
2
`xJxy2 ` xJyy2 ` xJzy2 `
xKxyy2 ` xKyzy2 ` xKzxy2
˘
, and (88)
trpρ3q “ 1´ 3 xJ 2x yxJ 2y yxJ 2z y `
3
4
“ `xJxy2 ` xKyzy2˘ xJ 2x y ``xJyy2 ` xKzxy2˘ xJ 2y y ``xJzy2 ` xKxyy2˘ xJ 2z y
´ xKxyyxKyzyxKzxy ` xJxyxKxyyxJyy
` xJyyxKyzyxJzy ` xJzyxKzxyxJxy
‰
. (89)
Here, in each example, one can clearly perceive trpρ2q and
trpρ3q as quadratic and cubic polynomials of the mean
values. Plugging (87)–(89) in (38)–(40), one captures
all the—linear, quadratic, and cubic—QCs for the spin-1
operators. The linear constraint xJ 2x ` J 2y ` J 2z y “ x2Iy
is used to get (88) and (89) in the above forms.
Now, let us call Jx, Jy, Jz,Kyz,Kzx,Kxy, J 2x , J 2y , J 2z as
A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , A9, respectively. In this case, every pure state
ρpure “ |ψyxψ| [for |ψy, see (42)] of a qutrit delivers an
extreme point of the allowed region E , and the extreme
points can be parameterized as
xA1yρpure “ sin 2θ0 cos θ1 sinφ1 ,
xA2yρpure “ sin 2θ0 sin θ1 sinφ2 ,
xA3yρpure “ ´psin θ0q2 sin 2θ1 sinpφ1 ´ φ2q ,
xA4yρpure “ sin 2θ0 cos θ1 cosφ1 ,
xA5yρpure “ ´ sin 2θ0 sin θ1 cosφ2 , (90)
xA6yρpure “ psin θ0q2 sin 2θ1 cospφ1 ´ φ2q ,
xA7yρpure “ pcos θ0q2 ` psin θ0q2pcos θ1q2 ,
xA8yρpure “ pcos θ0q2 ` psin θ0q2psin θ1q2 , and
xA9yρpure “ psin θ0q2 ,
where θ0, θ1 P r0, pi2 s and φ1, φ2 P r0, 2piq. By putting ex-
pectation values (90) in (87)–(89), one can verify that
trpρmpureq “ 1 for all m “ 1, 2, and 3.
The minimum and maximum eigenvalues of every-
one in tA1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , A6u are ´1 and `1 and of each one
in tA7, A8, A9u are 0 and 1, respectively. Taking (46)–
(49), we formulate uncertainty or certainty measures for
tAiu9i“1, and a few combined measures are listed in
6 ln 2 ď
9ÿ
i“1
HpxAiyq , (91)
3` 6?2 ď
9ÿ
i“1
u1{2pxAiyq , (92)
9ÿ
i“1
u2pxAiyq ď 6 , and (93)
9ÿ
i“1
umaxpxAiyq ď 6.51702 . (94)
As described in Sec. II, we find the absolute minimum of
a concave function and maximum of a convex function
by putting (90) in the above functions and changing the
four parameters θ’s and φ’s. As a result, we achieve tight
URs (91) and (92) and CRs (93) and (94) for the nine
spin-1 observables. The basis B “ t|0y, |1y, |2yu in (25) is
a common eigenbasis of tA7, A8, A9u, a qutrit’s state ρ “
|jyxj| that corresponds to a ket in B saturates inequalities
(91)–(93). One pure state that saturates CR (94), the
corresponding parameters are
θ0 “ 0.482720 , θ1 “ 0.785398 ,
φ1 “ 2.520428 , φ2 “ 3.762757 . (95)
Since the square of every operator in the set tAiu9i“1
lies in the set,
pA1q2 “ pA4q2 “ pA7q2 “ A7 ,
pA2q2 “ pA5q2 “ pA8q2 “ A8 , and (96)
pA3q2 “ pA6q2 “ pA9q2 “ A9 ,
a sum of (the square of) the standard deviations ∆Ai [see
(45)] acts as a concave function on the allowed region for
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the set. As above we reach the global minima and thus
establish the tight URs
4 ď
9ÿ
i“1
∆Ai , (97)
1` 2?2 ď
6ÿ
i“1
∆Ai , (98)
10
3 ď
9ÿ
i“1
`
∆Ai
˘2
, and 83 ď
6ÿ
i“1
`
∆Ai
˘2
. (99)
URs (97) and (98) are saturated by the eigenstates of Ai,
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, associated with 0 and the non-zero eigenval-
ues, respectively. The null-space (eigenspace associated
with 0) of Ai is the linear span of a ket in B. The equal
superposition kets 1?
3
p|0y ` eiφ1 |1y ` eiφ2 |2yq provide the
minimum uncertainty (pure) states for both the URs in
(99).
V. SPIN-j OPERATORS
A spin-j particle is a quantum system of d “ 2 j` 1 lev-
els provided we consider only the spin degree of freedom,
and j can be 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . Let us take the spin-j opera-
tors Jx “ 12 pJ` ` J´q, Jy “ 12i pJ` ´ J´q, and Jz whose
actions on the eigenbasis t|my : m “ j, j´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´ju of Jz
are described as
J˘ |my “
apj¯mqpj˘m` 1q |m˘ 1y and (100)
Jz |my “ m |my . (101)
For j “ 12 , the vector operator ~J :“ pJx, Jy, Jzq is the
same as the Pauli vector operator ~σ :“ pX,Y, Zq in Ap-
pendix up to a factor 12 . In (82)–(84), the spin-1 op-
erators are represented in the common eigenbasis B of
tJ 2x , J 2y , J 2z u.
The permitted region E for the three spin-observables
is bounded by the QC
xJxy2 ` xJyy2 ` xJzy2 ď j 2 , (102)
which says that the length of the vector pxJxy, xJyy, xJzyq
cannot be more than j [76]. So E is the closed ball of
radius j in hyperrectangle (24) that is the cube r´j, jsˆ3
here. Note that, except j “ 12 , an interior point of E corre-
sponds to not one but many (pure as well as mixed) quan-
tum states. However, every extreme point of E comes
from a unique pure state χpα, βq “ |α, βyxα, β|, where
|α, βy “
jÿ
m“´j
c p2jq!
pj`mq! pj´mq! pcos α2 qj`mpsin α2 qj´me´imβ|my
(103)
is known as the angular momentum (or atomic) coher-
ent state-vector [76, 77]. With J 2x ` J 2y ` J 2z “ jpj` 1qI,
QC (102) can be turned into a tight UR
j ď p∆Jxq2 ` p∆Jyq2 ` p∆Jzq2 , (104)
for which all the coherent states are the minimum un-
certainty states (see Chap. 10 in [74]). UR (104) is also
captured in [34, 45, 78, 79]. In fact, (102) can also be
interpreted as CR because on the left-hand-side there
is a convex function of the expectation values. In [79],
p∆ pη. ~J q2 is studied as a function of the unit vector pη P R3
for a fixed state ρ, and then the uncertainty regions of
pp∆Jxq2, p∆Jyq2, p∆Jzq2q are plotted by taking all ρ’s.
Various URs are also obtained there for the three opera-
tors Jx, Jy, and Jz. Our regions E and R’s are different
from the uncertainty regions: E and R are in the space
of expectation values, and both are convex sets.
We can parametrize the extreme points of E as
xα, β|Jx|α, βy “ j sinα cosβ ,
xα, β|Jy|α, βy “ j sinα sinβ , (105)
xα, β|Jz|α, βy “ j cosα ,
where α P r0, pis and β P r0, 2piq, and can define different
uncertainty or certainty measures on E using (46)–(49).
Since the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of Ji for
every i “ x, y, z are ´j and `j, respectively,
x 9Ji y “ 12
`
1´ xJiyj
˘
and xJ˚i y “ 12
`
1` xJiyj
˘
, (106)
which are functions of α and β on the sphere specified
by (105). By varying the two angles we reach the tight
lower and upper bounds of the uncertainty and certainty
measures presented as follows
2 ln 2 ď
ÿ
i“x,y,z
HpxJiyq , (107)
3 lnp 32 q ď
ÿ
i“x,y,z
H2pxJiyq , (108)
1` 2?2 ď
ÿ
i“x,y,z
u1{2pxJiyq , (109)ÿ
i“x,y,z
u2pxJiyq ď 2 , and (110)ÿ
i“x,y,z
umaxpxJiyq ď 12 p3`
?
3q , (111)
where H2 “ ´ lnpu2q is like the Rényi entropy [65] of or-
der 2.
All (107)–(111) hold for every j “ 12 , 1, 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ and
hence in every dimension d “ 2 j` 1, and they are sat-
urated by some angular momentum coherent states
χpα, βq. Like (51), the regions characterized by URs
(107), (108), and CR (111) are denoted here by RspinH ,
RspinH2 , and Rspinumax , respectively. Along with E , they are
displayed in Fig. 2 for j “ 2. E resides in every R, and
one can also perceive that RspinH2 Ă Rspinumax . We can not
right away say which of the tight URs, (107) or (108), is
superior because neither RspinH is completely contained in
RspinH2 nor vice versa. Similarly, it is difficult to compare
(107) and (111) as RspinH Ć Rspinumax and RspinH Č Rspinumax . If
one region is not a subset of other then one can take
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FIG. 6. From top-left to bottom-right, along the rows, the
first region is the Bloch ball described in (129), and the second
one is Rmub∆ of (130). The third and fourth regions are RmubH
and RmubH2 , respectively.
RmubH and RmubH2 . The last two are defined by replacing
(125) with (126) and (127), respectively, in (130). Here
the allowed region E is the Bloch ball that totally accom-
modates in all Rmub∆ , RmubH , and RmubH2 . Moreover, the rel-
ative complement of E in R, RzE , holds all those points
that satisfy a tight UR but—have no quantum state—
cannot be observed experimentally in scheme (20). This
supplies yet another evidence in support of the state-
ment (24). We can not right away say which of tight UR
(126) or (127) is superior, because neither RmubH is com-
pletely contained in RmubH2 nor vice versa. Whereas, one
can perceive that RmubH Ă Rmub∆ .
The Bloch sphere touches the peripheries of both Rmub∆
and RmubH at six different points that are related to the
eigenstates of the three Pauli operators. These are the
only states that saturate tight URs (125), (126) as well
as (128). The Bloch ball and RH2 have six plus eight
common boundary points, the six points belong to the
six cross sections in RH2 due to px, py, pz “ 0, 1. And,
the eight points correspond to those pure states whose
Bloch vectors ~r P t˘paiu4i“1, where¨˝pa1pa2pa3‚˛“ 1?3
¨˝
1 ´1 ´1
´1 1 ´1
´1 ´1 1
‚˛¨˝pv1pv2pv3‚˛ (131)
and pa4 “ ´ř3i“1 pai are given in the v-coordinate system
[see Sec. III]. These eight pure states are the only min-
imum uncertainty states for UR (127), it is also noted
in [52, 53]. One can easily deduce that both tpaiu3i“1 pre-
sented in Sec. III B and tpaiu3i“1 share the same Gram ma-
trix, (91), and are related by an invertible linear transfor-
mation that can be obtained byM in (96) and the square
matrix in (131). Each of tpaiu4i“1 and tpaiu4i“1 constitutes
a SIC-POVM via (92) for a qubit [27], and the later one
is known as the Weyl-Heisenberg covariant SIC-POVM
[28].
V. QUTRIT AND SPIN-1 SYSTEM
Through (85), one can view Schrödinger’s and Robert-
son’s URs [4, 5] as the quadratic constraints for
six and the five operators, respectively, in the set
tA,A2, B,B2, rC, rDu. Both the URs are tight and sat-
urated by at least the eigenstates of A and B. However,
in the case of d ě 3, there is a cubic QC as a result of
(40). For a qutrit (d “ 3), let us first express trpρmq of
(37) for m “ 1, 2, 3:
trpρq “ r00 ` r11 ` r22 , (132)
trpρ2q “ r002 ` r112 ` r222 `
2
` |r01|2 ` |r02|2 ` |r12|2 ˘ , and (133)
trpρ3q “ r003 ` r113 ` r223 `
3 r00
` |r01|2 ` |r02|2 ˘`
3 r11
` |r01|2 ` |r12|2 ˘`
3 r22
` |r02|2 ` |r12|2 ˘`
3
`
r01 r12 r20 ` r01 r12 r20
˘
(134)
[for rjk, see (33)].
Here we consider two sets of operators: set (105) of the
Weyl operators for a qutrit and a set of spin-1 operators.
The sole purpose of this section is to demonstrate: how
to achieve trpρmq, straight from (132)–(134), in terms of
the expectation values of operators in a given set with-
out exploiting their algebraic properties. Then one gains
automatically all the QCs from (38)–(40).
In (101) and (102), the Weyl operators are expressed in
the linear combinations of operators belong to standard
basis (28). Now we write
|jyxk| “ Xj |0yx0|X´k “ Xj
«
1
d
ÿ
z PZd
Zz
ff
X´k
“ 1d
ÿ
z PZd
ω´kzXj´k Zz (135)
by using (101), (102), and (103); see also [47]. Accord-
ing to Born rule (10), the mean value is a linear function
of an operator, so we own every rkj of (33) as a lin-
ear sum of xXxZzyρ through (135). This constitutes a
matrix equation such as (34). By substituting rkj with
the associated linear combination in (132)–(134), one can
FIG. 2. From top-left to otto -rig t, along the rows, the
first region is the permissible region E bounded by QC (102)
and the second one is RspinH . The third and fourth regions are
RspinH2 and Rspinumax , respectively. Although these regions are
plotted for j “ 2, they will be of the same shapes in the cube
r´j, jsˆ3 for other j-values.
the area of a region as a figure of merit to compare dif-
ferent CRs and/or URs. However, in the paper, mostly
those cases are reported where one region is completely
submerged in another.
Since (102) and (110) are the same, every angular mo-
mentum coherent state saturates (110). E touches the
periphery of RspinH at six different points that are re-
lated to eigenstates of Jx, Jy, Jz corresponding to their
extreme-eigenvalues ˘ j. These six pure states are only
the minimum uncertainty states for UR (107) as well as
UR (109). The eight coherent states χpα, βq—for which
α “ arccosp 1?
3
q and β “ pi4 , 3pi4 , 5pi4 , 7pi4 , and the remain-
ing four can be obtained by changing α into pi ´ α and
β into pi ` β pmod 2piq—saturate inequalities (108) and
(111). The permitted region E touches the boundary of
RspinH2 and Rspinumax at the associated eight points. The six
cross sections inRspinH2 andRspinumax are due to ´j ď xJiy ď j
required for every i “ x, y, z.
In the case of j “ 12 , (102) and (A2) are equal, E is the
Bloch ball, and all the coherent states become qubit’s
pure states. Corresponding to the eight minimum uncer-
tainty states for UR (108), the Bloch vectors are t˘paiu4i“1
[39, 40], where¨˝pa1pa2pa3‚˛“ 1?3
¨˝
1 ´1 ´1
´1 1 ´1
´1 ´1 1
‚˛¨˝pv1pv2pv3‚˛ (112)
and pa4 “ ´ř3i“1 pai are given in the v-coordinate system
[se App ndix]. O e c n easily deduce that both tpiu3i“1
presented in Appendix A2 a d tpaiu3i“1 share the same
Gram matrix, (A44). The two sets of vectors are related
by an invertible linear transformation that can be ob-
tained by M in (A49) nd the squ re matrix in (112).
Each of tpaiu4i“1 and tpaiu4i“1 constitutes a I - via
(A45) for a qubit [41], and the later one is known as the
Weyl-Heisenberg covariant SIC-POVM [42].
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
There are three primary contributions f om this arti-
cle. First, we pr vided a basis-independent systematic
procedure to obtain the QCs for any set of operators
that act on qudit’s Hilbert space. The QCs are nec-
essary and sufficien r strictions that an lytically specify
the pe mitted region E of the expectation values. Sec-
ond, we showed how to define uncertainty and certainty
measures on the allowed region E , and their properties
are discussed. With a straightforward mechanism—that
is also employed in [25, 26]—we achieved tight CRs and
URs. Third, we bounded a regions R by a tight CR or
UR in the space of expectation values and exhibited the
gap RzE between R and the allowed region E through
figures. Our additional contributions are: (i) the QCs
for the Weyl operators and the spin observables are re-
ported. (ii) Various tight URs and CRs are obtained for
the spin-1 observables as well as for tJx, Jy, Jzu in the
case of an arbitrary spin j “ 12 , , 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . Since all the
extreme points of the permissible region for tJx, Jy, Jzu
come from the angular momentum coherent states, al-
ways a coherent s ate is a minimum uncertainty s ate for
the UR formulated fo the three b ervables. (iii) The
case of a single qub t is horoughly inve igated in Ap-
pendix A that includes Schrödinger’s UR, and tight URs
CRs are presented there for the SIC-POVM.
Choice of an uncertainty measure to get a UR is a
user’s choice. We have not yet found a single certainty
or uncertainty measure that is better than others in the
sense that it always provides a smaller region R. In some
examples, one behaves better, whereas in another exam-
ple there is another. To compare different CRs and/or
URs, the area (or volume) of R can be a figure of merit,
particularly when one region is not contained in another.
Although, it is not easy to compute such an area.
Naturally, E lies in all such R’s, however it is not a pri-
mary objective of a UR to put a constraint on the mean
values but on a combined uncertainty. To draw a com-
parison between the QCs and URs, first, we have to put
them on an equal footing. That may or may not be pos-
sible because a QC is primarily a bound on expectation
values not, generally, on a combined uncertainty.
URs play very important roles in different branches of
physics and mathematics, recently they are applied in the
field of quantum information (see Sec. VI in [21]). One
can employ the QCs for those purposes as well as for the
quantum state estimation [80], where one can directly
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appoint the QCs for the validation of an estimated state.
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Appendix A: Qubit
For a qubit (d “ 2), the Pauli operators X,Y, Z [81]
with the identity operator I constitute the Hermitian-
basis ofBpH2q [6, 7]. The operatorsX and Z are defined
in (55) and (56), respectively, and Y “ iXZ. In this
basis, we can express qubit’s state as
ρ “ 12
`
I ` xXyX ` xY yY ` xZyZ˘ , (A1)
where ~r :“ pxXy, xY y, xZyq P R3 is the well-known Bloch
vector [54, 82] that is the mean value of the Pauli vector
operator ~σ “ pX,Y, Zq. Conditions (38) and (39) now
become xIyρ “ 1 and
r2 :“ |~r |2 “ xXy2ρ ` xY y2ρ ` xZy2ρ ď 1 , (A2)
respectively.
A projective measurement on a qubit can be com-
pletely specified by a three-component real unit vector
[83]. So, we begin with three linearly independent unit
vectors pa,pb,pc P R3, and define three Hermitian operators
A :“ pa ¨ ~σ :“ 2 |ayxa| ´ I , (A3)
B :“ pb ¨ ~σ :“ 2 |byxb| ´ I , and (A4)
C :“ pc ¨ ~σ :“ 2 |cyxc| ´ I . (A5)
One can check that A2 “ I [with (A7)], hence its eigen-
values are ˘1, and then xAyρ P r´1, 1s is due to (18). By
definition (A3), |ay and |aKy (such that xa|aKy “ 0) are
eigenkets of A corresponding to the eigenvalues `1 and
´1, respectively, and similarly for B and C.
One can verify that the inner product between a pair
of such operators is
pA,B qhs “ 2 pa ¨pb “ 4 |xa|by|2 ´ 2 (A6)
by using
AB “ ppa ¨ ~σqppb ¨ ~σq “ ppa ¨pbq I ` ippaˆpbq ¨ ~σ , (A7)
trpXq “ trpY q “ trpZq “ 0 , and trpIq “ d “ 2 , (A8)
where pa ¨pb and paˆpb are the dot and cross product. Tak-
ing the statistical operator from (A1) and applying (A6)
and (A8) to the Born rule, (10), one can get the mean
values
xAyρ “ pa ¨ ~r “ 2p´ 1 , (A9)
xByρ “ pb ¨ ~r “ 2q ´ 1 , and (A10)
xCyρ “ pc ¨ ~r “ 2s´ 1 , (A11)
1pa “ pv1 pv1
pb
pv2 pv2
pc
pv3 pv3
~r
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FIG. 3. (i) depicts linearly independent unit vectors pa,pb, pc and
the orthonormal set tpv1, pv2, pv3u P R3. There, a dotted line il-
lustrates an orthogonal projection of one vector onto another,
which is an integral part of the Gram-Schmidt process. (ii)
exhibits the Bloch vector ~r, a line segment parallel to pv3 in
the Bloch sphere, and the great circle in v1v2-plane.
where
p “ xa|ρ|ay , q “ xb|ρ|by , and s “ xc|ρ|cy (A12)
are the probabilities [see (15) and (17)] associated (with
`1 eigenvalue) to the three projective measurements.
The probabilities p, q, and s are the mean values of three
rank-1 projectors
|ayxa| “: P , |byxb| “: Q , and |cyxc| . (A13)
By applying the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
process, we can turn the linearly independent set tpa,pb,pc u
into an orthonormal set tpv1, pv2, pv3u of vectors; they are
portrayed in Fig. 3 (i). The two sets are related through
the transformation¨˝pv1pv2pv3‚˛“
¨˚
˝ 1 0 0´ pa.pb?1´ppa.pbq2 1?1´ppa.pbq2 0
´ eg ´ fg 1g
‹˛‚
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
M´1
¨˝papbpc‚˛ , (A14)
where
e “ pa.pc´ppa.pbqppb.pcq
1´ppa.pbq2 , (A15)
f “ pb.pc´ppa.pbqppa.pcq
1´ppa.pbq2 , and (A16)
g “
c
1´ppa.pbq2´ppa.pcq2´ppb.pcq2`2 ppa.pbqppa.pcqppb.pcq
1´ppa.pbq2 . (A17)
We can convert (A14) into¨˝xAy
xBy
xCy
‚˛loomoon
E
“
¨˝
1 0 0pa.pb ?1´ppa.pbq2 0
e` fppa.pbq f?1´ppa.pbq2 g
‚˛loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
M
¨˝pv1.~rpv2.~rpv3.~r‚˛loomoon
R
, (A18)
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which is like Eq. (19). One can perceive that R is real
and it is the representation of Bloch vector ~r in the v-
coordinate system (made of pv1, pv2, pv3) [see Fig. 3 (ii)].
From top to bottom, the rows in M are the representa-
tions of pa, pb, and pc in the v-coordinate system. Next, one
can verify that
MMᵀ “
¨˝
1 pa.pb pa.pcpa.pb 1 pb.pcpa.pc pb.pc 1
‚˛“: G (A19)
is the Gram matrix. Recall that ᵀ symbolizes the trans-
pose.
After associating the Pauli operators with the or-
thonormal vectors as
pv1 ¨ ~σ :“ X , pv2 ¨ ~σ :“ Y , and pv3 ¨ ~σ :“ Z , (A20)
condition (A2) emerges as
r2 “ ppv1 ¨ ~r q2 ` ppv2 ¨ ~r q2 ` ppv3 ¨ ~r q2 “ RᵀR ď 1 . (A21)
And, with the matrix equation M´1E “ R—gained from
(A14) or (A18)—we achieve the quadratic QC
Eᵀ pM´1qᵀM´1looooooomooooooon
G´1
E “ RᵀR ď 1 , (A22)
where
G´1 “ 1detpGq
¨˝
1´ppb.pcq2 ppa.pcqppb.pcq´pa.pb ppa.pbqppb.pcq´pa.pc
ppa.pcqppb.pcq´pa.pb 1´ppa.pcq2 ppa.pbqppa.pcq´ pb.pc
ppa.pbqppb.pcq´pa.pc ppa.pbqppa.pcq´ pb.pc 1´ppa.pbq2
‚˛
(A23)
and detpGq “ p1´ppa.pbq2q g2 [for g, see (A17)]. G´1 does
exist for linearly independent vectors pa,pb,pc, otherwise see
Appendix A 1. One can observe that the matricesM and
G are independent of ρ and only depend on the three
operators (measurement settings).
The quadratic QC in (A22) characterizes the permissi-
ble region E [defined in (23)] of expectation values (A9)–
(A11). The linear transformation in (A18) maps the
Bloch sphere identified by the equality in (A21) onto an
ellipsoid [84]. So, for a qubit, the allowed region E will
always be an ellipsoid with its interior [43]. We want to
emphasize that all the material between (A14) and (A23)
is given in a general form in [43, 84, 85]. It is shown in
[43] that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a
qubit’s state ρ P S [defined in (22)] and a point in E as
long as M is full rank. That can be witnessed through
Eq. (A18).
The ellipsoid can be parametrized by putting
Rᵀpure “ psin 2θ cosφ , sin 2θ sinφ , cos 2θq (A24)
in (A18), where θ P r0, pi2 s and φ P r0, 2piq. If we put
rRᵀpure in (A18)—where r P r0, 1s is given in (A21)—then
we can also reach its interior points. The column vector
Rpure is associated with R
ppureq
2 of (43). For this section,
the subscripts of θ0 and φ1 are dropped.
The real symmetric matrixG can be diagonalized with
an orthogonal matrix O, hence OᵀGO will be a diago-
nal matrix with entries λ1, λ2, and λ3 at its main di-
agonal, which are the eigenvalues of G. The same O
also diagonalizes G´1, and λ´1l (l “ 1, 2, 3) will be its
eigenvalues. With the orthogonal matrix, we can recast
condition (A22) as
t1
2
λ1
` t2
2
λ2
` t3
2
λ3
ď 1 , where (A25)
Oᵀ E “
¨˝
t1
t2
t3
‚˛:“
¨˝?
λ1 sinµ cos ν?
λ2 sinµ sin ν?
λ3 cosµ
‚˛. (A26)
Through the last equality in (A26), one can enjoy an
alternative parameterization of the ellipsoid, where the
parameters µ P r0, pis and ν P r0, 2piq. By this technique
one can easily find the orientation of the ellipsoid [84]:
the eigenvectors (that are columns in O) and the eigen-
values λi of G characterize the semi-principal axes of the
ellipsoid.
1. Two measurement settings
In the above investigation, we assume tpa,pb,pcu is a set
of linearly independent vectors. Now suppose pc is linearly
dependent on pa and pb, say pc “ ϑapa` ϑbpb, whereas pa andpb are still linearly independent. Then, we can discard
all the items related to pc in (A18), and thus achieve an
elliptic region E identified byˆ
2p´ 1
2q ´ 1
˙
“
ˆxAy
xBy
˙
loomoon
E
“
ˆ
1 0 0pa.pb ?1´ppa.pbq2 0
˙¨˝pv1.~rpv2.~rpv3.~r‚˛loomoon
R
(A27)
with ppv1.~r q2 ` ppv2.~r q2 ď 1 or (A28)
EᵀG´1E ď 1 with G “
ˆ
1 pa.pbpa.pb 1
˙
. (A29)
We owe (A28) and (A29) to (A21) and (A22), respec-
tively. The average value xCy “ ϑaxAy ` ϑbxBy is now
just a linear function, and the QC, presented by (A27)–
(A29), has no effect of C. To present the QCs, it is suf-
ficient to consider only (linearly) independent operators
[63]. So we are ignoring C until Appendix A2.
One can notice two things with Eq. (A27). First, a
whole line segment—that is in the Bloch sphere and par-
allel to pv3 [displayed in Fig. 3 (ii)]—gets mapped onto
a single point in E under the transformation in (A27).
Second, extreme points—that constitute the ellipse—of
E come from the pure states that lie on the great cir-
cle [illustrated in Fig. 3 (ii)] of the Bloch sphere in the
v1v2-plane.
Equivalently, one can take the projectors P andQ from
(A13) at the places of A and B and then present every-
thing in terms of the probabilities p and q given in (A9),
14
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dependent on pa and pb, say pc “ ϑapa` ϑbpb, whereas pa andpb are still linearly independent. Then, we can discard all
the items related to pc in (61), and thus achieve an elliptic
region E identified byˆ
2p´ 1
2q ´ 1
˙
“
ˆxAy
xBy
˙
loomoon
E
“
ˆ
1 0 0pa.pb ?1´ppa.pbq2 0
˙¨˝pv1.~rpv2.~rpv3.~r‚˛loomoon
R
(70)
with ppv1.~r q2 ` ppv2.~r q2 ď 1 or (71)
EᵀG´1E ď 1 with G “
ˆ
1 pa.pbpa.pb 1
˙
. (72)
We owe (71) and (72) to (64) and (65), respectively. The
average value xCy “ ϑaxAy ` ϑbxBy is now just a linear
function, and the QC, presented by (70)–(72), has no
effect of C. To present the QCs, it is sufficient to consider
only (linearly) independent operators [68]. So we are
ignoring C until Sec. III B.
Here one can describe the allowed region
E “ tpp, qq | 0 ď p, q ď 1 obeys (72)u , (73)
and can notice two things with Eq. (70). First, a whole
line segment—that is in the Bloch sphere and parallel
to pv3 [displayed in Fig. 1 (ii)]—gets mapped onto a sin-
gle point in E under the transformation (70). Second,
extreme points—that constitute the ellipse—of E come
from the pure states that lie on the great circle [illus-
trated in Fig. 1 (ii)] of the Bloch sphere in the v1v2-plane.
Not only here, the same ellipse emerges in [26–30]
through different methods. It is shown in [26] that many
tight CRs and URs known from [6, 8, 29, 31–38] can be
derived by using the ellipse. A few such relations area
1´ p2´ 1q2 ď ∆ppq `∆pqq (74)
if 0.7 ď  then 2Hp 1`
?

2 q ď Hppq `Hpqq , (75)
1`?`?1´  ď uppq ` upqq , (76)
maxt2´ , 1` u ě u2ppq ` u2pqq , and (77)
max
 
1`?1´  , 1`? ( ě umaxppq ` umaxpqq , (78)
where pa ¨pb “ 2´ 1 and
∆ppq “a1´ p2p´ 1q2 , (79)
Hppq “ ´p p ln p` p1´ pq lnp1´ pq q , (80)
uppq “ ?p`a1´ p , (81)
u2ppq “ p2 ` p1´ pq2 , and (82)
umaxppq “ max t p , 1´ p u (83)
are functions of the probability p associated with the
measurement setting a (operator A). The standard de-
viation ∆, the Shannon entropy H [69], and u are con-
cave functions that provide the URs (74)–(76), whereas
the convex functions u2 and umax give the CRs (77) and
(78) [26]. Now we demonstrate that the QC (72) puts a
stronger restriction on pp, qq than these tight relations.
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FIG. 2. Moving horizontally from top-left to the bottom,
the (blue) shaded regions are R∆ [defined by (84)], RH , Ru,
Ru2 , and Rumax , in that order. For each plot,  “ 34 (that is,pa ¨ pb “ 1
2
) is taken, and the horizontal and vertical axes repre-
sent p P r0, 1s and q P r0, 1s, respectively. All these R’s com-
pletely contain the permissible region (73), which is bounded
by the ellipse displayed in each plot. The ellipse touches the
boundary of a region R at certain points, some of them cor-
respond to those pure states that saturate the associated CR
or UR.
Like the elliptic region (73), one can define a set of
pp, qq that are limited by the UR (74):
R∆ :“ tpp, qq | 0 ď p, q ď 1 obeys (74)u . (84)
Similarly, one can construct RH , Ru, Ru2 , and Rumax
with the tight relations (75)–(78). Taking  “ 34 , we dis-
play these regions in Fig. 2 and realize that R∆ Ă Ru
and RH Ă Ru2 Ă Rumax , which may or may not hold for
other ’s. If one region is not a subset of other, for ex-
ample, R∆ and RH in Fig. 2, then one can take the area
of a region as a figure of merit to compare different CRs
and/or URs. However, in the paper, only those cases
are reported where one region is completely submerged
in another.
In Fig. 2, one can clearly see that all R∆, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Rumax
FIG. 4. Moving horizontally from top-left to the bottom, the
(blue) shaded regions are R∆ [defined in (A37)], RH , Ru1{2 ,
Ru2 , and Rumax , in that order. For each plot,  “ 34 (that
is, pa ¨ pb “ 1
2
) is taken, and the horizontal and vertical axes
represent p P r0, 1s and q P r0, 1s, respectively. All these R’s
contain permissible region (A30), which is bounded by the el-
lipse displayed in each plot. The ellipse touches the boundary
of a region R at certain points, some of them correspond to
those pure states that saturate the associated CR or UR.
(A10), and (A12). In the case of projectors, hyperrect-
angle (24) becomes the square r0, 1sˆ2, and the allowed
region can be described as
E “ tpp, qq | 0 ď p, q ď 1 obeys (A29)u . (A30)
One can check that P “ A˚ here [for A˚, see (46)], thus
Hppq “ HpxAyq, which is in fact true for all the uncer-
tainty and certainty measures in (47)–(49).
It is shown in [26] that many tight CRs and URs known
from [16, 18, 34, 46–53] can be derived by using ellipse
(A27), and the same ellipse emerges in [26, 34, 43–45]
through different methods. A few such relations area
1´ p2´ 1q2 ď ∆P `∆Q , (A31)
if 0.7 ď  then 2hp 1`
?

2 q ď Hppq `Hpqq , (A32)
1`?`?1´  ď u1{2ppq ` u1{2pqq , (A33)
maxt2´ , 1` u ě u2ppq ` u2pqq , and (A34)
max
 
1`?1´  , 1`? ( ě umaxppq ` umaxpqq , (A35)
where all the above functions are defined according to
(45)–(49) for P and Q,
hppq :“ ´pp ln p` p1´ pq lnp1´ pqq , (A36)
and pa ¨pb “ 2´ 1. The standard deviation ∆, the Shan-
non entropy H [64], and u1{2 are concave functions that
provide tight URs (A31)–(A33), whereas the convex func-
tions u2 and umax give tight CRs (A34) and (A35) [26].
Following (51), one can define a region
R∆ “ tpp, qq | 0 ď p, q ď 1 obeys (A31)u (A37)
that is limited by UR (A31). Similarly, one can bound
RH , Ru1{2 , Ru2 , and Rumax by tight relations (A32)–
(A35). Taking  “ 34 , we display these regions in Fig. 4
and realize that R∆ Ă Ru1{2 and RH Ă Ru2 Ă Rumax ,
which may or may not hold for other ’s. Whereas neither
R∆ is a subset of RH nor vice versa.
One can also observe that p, 1q P E while p1´ , 1q R E
in Fig. 4. In these points,  and 1´  are associated
with the two distinct probability-vectors ~p “ p, 1´ q
and ~p 1 “ p1´ , q, respectively. After the permutation,
~p turns into ~p 1 that is forbidden. It is a distinguish fea-
ture of a quantum probability pl “ xal|ρ|aly [see (15) and
(17)] that pl is not only associated with the measurement
setting a but also with the label l for an outcome.
2. Three measurement settings
Let us start with Schrödinger’s UR [15]
0ď pxA2y´xAy2qpxB2y´xBy2q´|x rCy|2´|x rDy´xAyxBy|2 ,
where rC :“AB´BA2 i and rD :“AB`BA2 (A38)
are related to the commutator and the anticommutator,
respectively, of A and B. For qubit’s operators (A3) and
(A4), one can realize through (A7) that
rC “ ppaˆpbq ¨ ~σ “ |paˆpb| pc ¨ ~σlomon
C
, pc “ paˆpb|paˆpb| , (A39)
rD “ ppa ¨pbq I, and A2 “ I “ B2. Considering these and
|paˆpb|“?1´ppa¨pbq2, we can rewrite Schrödinger’s UR for a
qubit as
0 ď p1´xAy2qp1´xBy2q´p1´ppa¨pbq2qxCy2´ppa¨pb´xAyxByq2.
(A40)
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p
FIG. 5. u2
q
p
FIG. 6. umax
xAy
xBy
xCy
FIG. 7.FIG. 5. The region of xAy, xBy, xCy P r´1, 1s, which is re-
stricted by Schrödinger’s UR (A40). It is, ellipsoidal in shape,
presented by picking pa ¨ pb “ 1
2
, and C is determined by (A39).
The ellipsoid turns into the Bloch sphere for orthogonal pa andpb.
To test (A40) in experimental scenario (20), one requires
three measurement settings pa,pb,pc. One can choose pa andpb, and then pc is fixed by the cross product in (A39). If
one takes pa and pb collinear, then (A40) turns into the
trivial statement 0 “ 0. So we are taking pa and pb linearly
independent.
One can check that Schrödinger’s UR (A40) and QC
(A22) with the Gram matrix
GSch “
¨˚
˝ 1 pa¨pb 0pa¨pb 1 0
0 0 1
‹˛‚ (A41)
are the same thing, and the UR is saturated by every
pure state for a qubit. Without the last term in (A40),
Schrödinger’s UR becomes Robertson’s UR [14], which
will form a bigger region than the allowed region here
characterized by (A40).
Taking pa ¨pb “ 12 , the ellipsoid is displayed in Fig. 5.
Orthogonal projection of the ellipsoid onto the xAyxBy–
plane produces the same elliptic region that is identified
by (A29) and shown in Fig. 4. The parametric forms
[obtained via (A26) and (A18) with (A24)] of the ellipsoid
are¨˝xAy
xBy
xCy
‚˛loomoon
E
“
¨˚
˝
1?
2
1?
2
0
1?
2
´ 1?
2
0
0 0 1
‹˛‚looooooomooooooon
O
¨˝?
1`pa¨pb sinµ cos ν?
1´pa¨pb sinµ sin ν
cosµ
‚˛ (A42)
“
¨˚
˝ 1 0 0pa¨pb ?1´ppa¨pbq2 0
0 0 1
‹˛‚loooooooooomoooooooooon
M
¨˝
sin 2θ cosφ
sin 2θ sinφ
cos 2θ
‚˛loooooooomoooooooon
Rpure
. (A43)
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FIG. 4. From top-left to bottom-right, moving horizontally,
the first one is the allowed (ellipsoidal) region E restrained
by (93) and QC (94). The second, third, and fourth regions
are Rsic∆ , RsicH , and Rsicu , respectively, which are described in
the main text. E lies within every Rsic and share a set of
boundary points, which come from the minimum uncertainty
states that saturate the associated UR. One can also observe
that Rsic∆ Ă Rsicu and RsicH Ă Rsicu .
For the next example, we consider three linearly-
independent unit vectors pa1,pa2,pa3 such that their Gram
matrix is
Gsic “
¨˚
˝ 1 ´
1
3 ´ 13
´ 13 1 ´ 13
´ 13 ´ 13 1
‹˛‚ . (91)
It implies that there is an equal angle, arccosp´ 13 q, be-
tween every pair of the vectors. There exists one more
such unit vector pa4 “ ´ř3i“1 pai. The set of four vectorstpaiu4i“1 yields a SIC-POVM for a qubit [27, 28], whose
elements are the positive semi-definite operators
Πi “ 14 pI ` pai ¨ ~σq , and 4ÿ
i“1
Πi “ I (92)
is because
ř4
i“1 pai is a null vector.
Since eigenvalues of every Πi are 0 and 12 , its mean
value xΠiy :“ pi P r0, 12 s according to (18). The linear
QC
4ÿ
i“1
xpai ¨ ~σy “ 0 ô 4ÿ
i“1
pi “ 1 (93)
is due to normalization (2) of a state, that is, xIy “ 1,
where the identity operator is given in (92). To estimate
3
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FIG. 5. Contour plot of the entropy ´ř4i“1 pi ln pi, which
reaches its global minimum ln 3 at the four (red) points that
are associated with t´paiu4i“1.
xpai ¨ ~σy “ 4 pi ´ 1, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, one can either choose
three projective measurements along pa1,pa2, and pa3 or the
single POVM tΠiu4i“1 that can be realized by the scheme
in [27]. In either case, the permitted region E will be the
solid ellipsoid characterized by (93) and the quadratic
QC
4ÿ
i“1
xpai ¨ ~σy2 ď 43 ô 4ÿ
i“1
p2i ď 13 . (94)
The right-hand-side inequality is given in [27], and it can
also be derived from (65) by using the Gram matrix (91).
Employing (69) and (61) with (67), we can have paramet-
ric forms of this ellipsoid:
¨˝
4 p1 ´ 1
4 p2 ´ 1
4 p3 ´ 1
‚˛looooomooooon
E
“
¨˚
˝
1?
3
1?
2
´ 1?
6
1?
3
´ 1?
2
´ 1?
6
1?
3
0 2?
6
‹˛‚
loooooooooomoooooooooon
O
¨˚
˝
1?
3
sinµ cos ν
2?
3
sinµ sin ν
2?
3
cosµ
‹˛‚ (95)
“
¨˚
˚˝ 1 0 0´ 13 2?23 0
´ 13 ´
?
2
3
?
2?
3
‹˛‹‚loooooooooomoooooooooon
M
¨˝
sin 2θ cosφ
sin 2θ sinφ
cos 2θ
‚˛loooooooomoooooooon
Rpure
. (96)
Taking (95), one can check orientation of the ellipsoid
exhibited in Fig. 4 (top-left).
To measure a combined uncertainty, if one picks a suit-
able concave function of tpiu4i“1, for example, the Shan-
non entropy ´ř4i“1 pi ln pi, then its absolute minimum
will occur on the ellipsoid parametrized by θ and φ in
(96). By plotting the entropy as a function of θ P r0, pi2 s
and φ P r0, 2piq in Fig. 5, we observe that the entropy
reaches its absolute minimum ln 3 when the Bloch vector
~r P t´paiu4i“1; the corresponding θ’s and φ’s are registered
in Table I. In this way [as described at the end of Sec. II],
FIG. 6. From top-left to botto -right, oving horizontally,
the first one is the allowed (ellipsoidal) region E restrained by
QCs (A46) and (A47). The second, third, and fourth regions
are Rsic∆ , Rsich , and Rsicu1{2 , respectively, which are described in
the main text. E lies within every Rsic and shares a set of
boundary points, which come from the minimum uncertainty
states that saturate the associated UR. One can also observe
that Rsic∆ Ă Rsicu1{2 and Rsich Ă Rsicu1{2 .
One can easily recognize the semi-principal axes in Fig. 5
with (A42).
For the next example, we consider three linearly-
independent unit vectors pa1,pa2,pa3 such that their Gram
matrix is
Gsic “
¨˚
˝ 1 ´
1
3 ´ 13
´ 13 1 ´ 13
´ 13 ´ 13 1
‹˛‚ . (A44)
It i plie tha there is an equal angle, a cc sp´ 13 q, be-
tween every pair of the vectors. There exists one more
such unit vector pa4 “ ´ř3i“1 pai. The set of four vectorstpaiu4i“1 yields a SIC-POVM for a qubit [41, 42], whose
elements are the positive semi-definite operators
Πi “ 14 pI ` pai ¨ ~σq , and 4ÿ
i“1
Πi “ I (A45)
is because
ř4
i“1 pai is a null vector.
Since eigenvalues of every Πi are 0 and 12 , its mean
value xΠiy :“ pi P r0, 12 s according to (18). Moreover, for
pΠ1, Π2, Π3q, hyperrectangle (24) is the cube r0, 12 sˆ3 in
which regions are exhibited in Fig. 6. The linear QC
4ÿ
i“1
xpai ¨ ~σy “ 0 ô 4ÿ
i“1
pi “ 1 (A46)
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FIG. 7. Contour plot of the entropy ´ř4i“1 pi ln pi, which
reaches its global minimum ln 3 at the four (red) points that
are associated with t´paiu4i“1.
is due to normalization (2) of a state, that is, xIy “ 1,
where the identity operator is given in (A45). To es-
timate xpai ¨ ~σy “ 4 pi ´ 1, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, one can either
choose three projective measurements along pa1,pa2, andpa3 or the single POVM tΠiu4i“1 that can be realized by
the scheme in [41]. In either case, the permitted region
E is identified by (A46) and the quadratic QC
4ÿ
i“1
xpai ¨ ~σy2 ď 43 ô 4ÿ
i“1
p2i ď 13 . (A47)
The right-hand-side inequality is given in [41], and it can
also be derived from (A22) by using Gram matrix (A44).
Employing (A26) and (A18) with (A24), we can have
parametric forms
¨˝
4 p1 ´ 1
4 p2 ´ 1
4 p3 ´ 1
‚˛looooomooooon
E
“
¨˚
˝
1?
3
1?
2
´ 1?
6
1?
3
´ 1?
2
´ 1?
6
1?
3
0 2?
6
‹˛‚
loooooooooomoooooooooon
O
¨˚
˝
1?
3
sinµ cos ν
2?
3
sinµ sin ν
2?
3
cosµ
‹˛‚ (A48)
“
¨˚
˚˝ 1 0 0´ 13 2?23 0
´ 13 ´
?
2
3
?
2?
3
‹˛‹‚loooooooooomoooooooooon
M
¨˝
sin 2θ cosφ
sin 2θ sinφ
cos 2θ
‚˛loooooooomoooooooon
Rpure
. (A49)
of the ellipsoid that is the boundary of E . Taking (A48),
one can check orientation of the ellipsoid exhibited in
Fig. 6 (top-left).
TABLE I. The values of θ and φ for t´paiu4i“1 are drawn ac-
cording to (A24), which parameterizes every unit vector in R3.
By replacing 2θ and φ with pi ´ 2θ and pi ` φ, respectively, one
can get the values for the antipodal vectors tpaiu4i“1.
2θ φ
´pa1 pi2 pi
´pa2 pi2 pi ` arccosp´ 13 q
´pa3 pi ´ arccosp?2?3 q arccosp 1?3 q
´pa4 arccosp?2?3 q arccosp 1?3 q
To measure a combined uncertainty, if one picks a suit-
able concave function of tpiu4i“1, for example, the stan-
dard Shannon entropy ´ř4i“1 pi ln pi, then its absolute
minimum will occur on the ellipsoid parametrized by θ
and φ in (A49). By plotting the entropy as a function
of θ P r0, pi2 s and φ P r0, 2piq in Fig. 7, we observe that
the entropy reaches its absolute minimum ln 3 when the
Bloch vector ~r P t´paiu4i“1; the corresponding θ’s and φ’s
are registered in Table I. In this way, we establish three
tight URs
2
?
2 ď
4ÿ
i“1
a
1´ xpai ¨ ~σy2 “ 4ÿ
i“1
a
1´ p4pi ´ 1q2 , (A50)
ln 3 ď ´
4ÿ
i“1
pi ln pi “ hpp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p4q , and (A51)
?
3 ď
4ÿ
i“1
?
pi “: u1{2pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p4q . (A52)
The right-hand-side is the sum of standard deviations in
UR (A50), which is saturated by eight pure states, whose
Block vectors ~r P t˘paiu4i“1. Whereas, both URs (A51)
and (A52) are saturated by four pure states that are re-
lated to t´paiu4i“1. Note that the uncertainty measures h
and u1{2 in (A51) and (A52) are different from (47) and
(48). Since
ř4
i“1 p2i is a convex function [26], the right-
hand-side inequality in (A47) can be seen as a tight CR.
While the left-hand-side inequality delivers a tight UR
for the sum of squared standard deviations 1´ xpai ¨ ~σy2,
and the sum is bounded by 83 from below. Both these
relations are saturated by every pure state.
As before, we can restrict a set of pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p3q by one
of the above URs, for instance,
Rsic∆ :“ tpp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p3q | 0 ď p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p4 ď 12
obey (A46) and (A50)u . (A53)
Replacing UR (A50) in (A53) by (A51) and (A52), we
define the regions Rsich and Rsicu1{2 , respectively. One can
see cross sections in Rsich and Rsicu1{2 caused by pi “ 12
pi “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4q, which shows a significance of (18).
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